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Abstract. Entropy coding is one of the most important techniques in video co-
dec. Two main criteria to assess an entropy coder are coding efficiency and 
friendly realization characteristic. In the recent development of the H.264/AVC 
standard, a sophisticated entropy coder, named Context-based Adaptive Vari-
able Length Coding (CAVLC), has been invented, which supplies higher cod-
ing efficiency than other VLC-based entropy coders in previous video coding 
standards. But due to its algorithm’s inherit traits CAVLC must be executed in 
a sequential manner, which results in relative low throughput rate. In this paper, 
a new well-designed context-based VLC entropy coder for transform coeffi-
cients is presented. It exploits coefficient block’s inner context information to 
obtain high coding efficiency, and at the same time context models for succes-
sive coding elements are designed to be dependent-free so that the coder is 
more apt to be parallel. Experimental results show that the proposed entropy 
coder can exhibit the same coding efficiency as CAVLC. Therefore, a new high 
performance entropy coder with characteristics of parallel orientation and high 
coding efficiency is supplied.  

1   Introduction 

Block-based hybrid video coding framework has been widely employed in video 
coding standards including the newest H.264/AVC specification [1]. Its key tech-
niques are prediction, transform & quantization, and entropy coding, which serve as 
eliminating inter-frame, intra-frame and statistical redundancy, respectively. More 
concretely for entropy coding part, the way it is implemented is to perform a uniquely 
decodable mapping operation from source symbol to binary codeword and at the same 
time aim to use minimal bit rate to fulfill this task. There are two major entropy cod-
ing methods, commonly referred as variable length coding (VLC) and arithmetic 
coding. Arithmetic coding makes use of joint probability of multiple symbols to ob-
tain higher coding efficiency, but its fatal disadvantage is high implementation com-
plexity. So VLC-based entropy coder is popular with its reasonable complexity and 
acceptable efficiency, and has been widely realized in market products. 

For VLC coding of quantized transform coefficients in a video coder, a common 
technique, Zig-Zag scan, is used to translate two-dimensional transform coefficient 
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block into data pairs of zero coefficients’ run-length (Run) and nonzero coefficient 
(Level) [2]. Mpeg-2, H.263 and Mpeg-4 all adopt this technique. And their VLC ta-
bles are therefore designed to try to match the length of VLC codeword to the entropy 
of (Run, Level) pair to gain high coding efficiency (In H.263 and Mpeg-4 (Run, Level, 
Last) is used, Last indicating whether current coefficient is the last nonzero one in a 
block). But they ignore a kind of important context information exiting in coefficient 
block, that is, the coefficients at block’s left-up corner usually have larger magnitude 
than those at right-down corner and similarly zero coefficients more frequently occur 
at right-down corner. To get further coding efficiency, CAVLC exploits this kind of 
context information and is well designed to bring coding efficiency improvement 
about 0.1~1.0dB at different bit-rate [3] [4]. 

Strength of CAVLC is its high coding efficiency, but its weakness is it is very dif-
ficult to be parallel implemented. This comes from its method of utilizing context 
information in a tightly dependency way so that a following element’s encoding / 
decoding process can not be started until the encoding / decoding cycle of preceding 
element is completed. So the processing speed of encoding and decoding module for 
CAVLC will be a bottleneck for further throughput rate, which will be more serious 
especially at the decoder side when other following modules are fast enough. This 
paper focuses on this problem, trying to endow a VLC-based entropy coder with par-
allel traits while keeping the same high coding efficiency as CAVLC. By developing 
a new mechanism of utilizing context information, this problem is resolved. For Run 
coding context models are appearance order based and for Level coding position-
based context models are used. Based on such context models, context-adaptive de-
pendencies between successive coding elements are eliminated. We will see the pro-
posed coder is very efficient, possessing the traits of both parallel orientation and high 
coding efficiency. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes CAVLC algorithm in 
H.264/AVC and analyzes its disability for parallel realization. Section 3 gives the 
proposed VLC entropy coder including how to build context models and its feasibility 
for parallel implementation. Section 4 gives coding efficiency comparison among 
popular VLC entropy coders. And at last the paper is concluded in section 5. 

2   CAVLC in H.264/AVC 

2.1   Algorithm Description of CAVLC  

The major features of CAVLC include: 1) Level and Run are coded separately, 2) 
Level and Run are coded in reverse Zig-Zag scan order with multiple tables adaptive 
switching, 3) other coding elements able to be context-based encoded such as the 
number of total nonzero coefficients (substituting for the traditional EOB, End Of 
Block). In detail there are following coding elements in CAVLC: (1) TotalCoeff: 
number of nonzero coefficients in a 4x4 block, (2) T1s: number of successive coeffi-
cients with magnitude equal to 1 from the end of Level sequence (maximum is limited 
to 3), (3) Level: a nonzero coefficient, (4) TotalZeros: number of total zero coeffi-
cients before the last nonzero coefficient, (5) Run_before: number of successive zero 
coefficients before a nonzero coefficient. 
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Further more, an example is given in Figure 1 to exemplify these coding elements’ 
meaning. Additionally it also demonstrates a 4x4 coefficient block is expressed into 
the form of Run_before and Level sequence with Zig-Zag scan technique. Corre-
sponding to Figure 1, execution flowchart of CAVLC is shown in Figure 2. 
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Fig. 1. An example of coding elements in CAVLC 
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decide Golomb-Rice code's order k for
the Level first to be coded

encode a Level with kth order
G-R code

update G-R code's order k with just
coded Level for next Level to be coded

encode TotalZeros

encode the run_before with table m

update ZerosLeft,
ZerosLeft = ZerosLeft - run_before

decide VLC table m with ZerosLeft for
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ZerosLeft = TotalZeros

run_before moduleLevel module

 

Fig. 2. Block diagram of CAVLC algorithm 

From Figure 2 we can see CAVLC adopts coding order as firstly TotalCoeff&T1s, 
then T1s coefficients’ sign information, Level, TotalZeros and at last Run_before. 
Most of these elements are context-based encoded. TotalCoeff and T1s are jointly 
coded by a specific VLC table selected among multiple tables based on the neighbor-
ing blocks’ TotalCoeff information. TotalCoeff is a good context indicator which can 
reflect motion and texture properties of local areas with less dependency on quantiza-
tion step size and particular video sequence. More importantly it also serves as helpful 
context information for coding the following elements. Level is encoded with 
Golomb-Rice (G-R) [5] codes and in reverse Zig-Zag scan order to exploit the in-
creasing tendency of nonzero coefficients’ magnitude. In this process the order of  
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G-R codes is dynamically updated according to previous coded Level’s magnitude, 
which can improve probability matching’s precision so for higher coding efficiency. 
TotalZeros are coded based on TotalCoeff. For example, in a 4x4 block the maximum 
value of TotalZeros is 10 if TotalCoeff equal to 6. So that for a particular TotalCoeff 
CAVLC has a specific VLC table to encode TotalZeros. Run_before is coded based 
on the context of number of zero coefficients left to be coded (ZerosLeft) and also in 
reverse Zig-Zag scan order. After a Run_before is coded, ZerosLeft is reduced which 
corresponds to the possible value range that following Run_before can be equal to is 
shrunk. So CAVLC has different VLC tables for different ZerosLeft instances. For 
more detailed description about CAVLC, please refer to [3] [4]. 

2.2   Parsing Bottleneck of CAVLC 

From the above description we can see CAVLC has an elaborate and thorough design 
for what coding elements are needed to efficiently signal a whole block of coeffi-
cients. These coding elements are designed with consideration of their ability of being 
context-based encoded and ability of bringing effective context information to effi-
ciently assist following coding elements’ coding. So CAVLC is like a small tightly 
self-dependant system and is able to deeply exploit inner-block correlation. 

read a codeword from bitstream with
Golomb-Rice code's order k

translate the codeword into Level

update G-R code's order k with just
coded Level's  magnitude

read a codeword from bitstream with
Golomb-Rice code's order k

translate the codeword into Level

update G-R code's order k with just
coded Level's  magnitude

bitstream

.......... ..........a codeword a codeword

 

Fig. 3. The sequential parsing manner when Level is decoded 

But the close dependency between successive coding elements also results in bad 
influence on realization. The resulted problem is the difficulty of CAVLC’s parallel 
implementation. This problem will be more serious at decoder side when other mod-
ules, such as transform and quantization, motion compensation and so on, are fast 
enough to wait the output of VLC decoding for beginning their process. We call this 
as parsing bottleneck. Its reason lies in the sequential parsing manner inherent in 
CAVLC’s serial dependency between context models, which determines only after all 
procedures of decoding the preceding coding elements are finished can the following 
elements start to decode. Figure 3 shows a bitstream containing Level information 
must be sequential parsed due to G-R code’s order k for next Level can be decided 
only when the preceding Level’s magnitude is got. The similar instance also exits in 
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decoding Run_before. So it is expected that bitstream can be parallel interpreted to 
improve CAVLC parsing throughput rate. 

3   Context-Based VLC with Parallel Orientation 

Context information in coefficient block exists there constantly, but a different utiliz-
ing method will make the VLC coder behave in different ways. So the task of new 
coder design currently is to find a new mechanism of utilizing context information to 
obtain high coding efficiency and at the same time avoid inability of parallel imple-
mentation. This section will first propose a new approach of exploiting context infor-
mation and then based on corresponding context models a new context-based VLC 
entropy coder for transform coefficients is built. Analysis about its parallel realization 
is also given. 

3.1   A New Way of Exploiting Context Information 

It is a well-known observation that as DCT subband frequency increases, the magnitude 
of nonzero coefficient gets smaller and the run-length of successive zero coefficients 
becomes longer, which also has been pointed out in [6]. From upper description, we can 
see CAVLC in H.264/AVC exploits this kind of context. When encoding Level, it re-
gards a Level increase (here “increase” is defined as in reverse Zig-Zag scan order a 
Level occurs with bigger magnitude than all ever Levels) as a context indicator. That is 
to say, a Level increase will bring coder into a new state in which the probability distri-
bution of Levels to be encoded is different with the former and a new set of VLC code-
words (or another kth order G-R codes) should be applied to fulfill encoding. So 
CAVLC exploits context information when coding level by defining some threshold 
values for Level’s magnitude to identify the new context appearance. Similarly, CAVLC 
employs ZerosLeft to identify new context cases for Run_before coding. 

Another way of exploiting context information or identifying different coding 
states for Level’s context-based adaptive coding is to utilize Level’s position informa-
tion (here ‘position’ is numbered in Zig-Zag scan order. For example in Figure 1 the 
position of Level ‘-3’ is 2). This is a straightforward idea. [7] has used it to improve 
the performance of JPEG entropy coder. Due to the characteristic of energy compact 
of DCT transform or unequal quantization, the positions adjacent to up-left corner of 
coefficient block usually contain larger magnitude coefficients. So it is reasonable to 
use position information as context indicator, but it is not enough. When blocks con-
tain different number of nonzero coefficients, the Levels even in the same position 
will have different statistical probability distribution. Table 1 and Table2 list the 
probability distribution of Level’s magnitude at conditions of different coefficient 
position and different nonzero coefficient number. It can be seen that the statistical 
characteristics of same coefficient positions show big difference when TotalCoeff is 
different. The data in Table 1 results from Mobile&Calender test sequence in CIF 
format and Table 2 comes from Foreman test sequence in QCIF format. Similar data 
can also been obtained in other sequences. So it is necessary to view the same posi-
tion in cases of different nonzero coefficient number as separate instances, and jointly 
use position and nonzero coefficients’ number to identify different context states. 
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Table 1. Probability distribution of Level’s magnitude at conditions of different position and 
different nonzero coefficient number in Mobile&Calendar CIF sequence 

TotalCoeff = 4 TotalCoeff = 10 
Abs(Level) Position = 0 4 11 0 4 11 

1 0.796 0.864 0.908 0.509 0.445 0.581 

2 0.149 0.120 0.083 0.248 0.278 0.261 

3 0.034 0.014 0.007 0.104 0.137 0.098 

4 0.011 0.002 0.001 0.050 0.064 0.035 

5 0.004 0.000 0.000 0.026 0.030 0.013 

… … … … … … … 

Table 2. Probability distribution of Level’s magnitude at conditions of different position and 
different nonzero coefficient number in Foreman QCIF sequence 

TotalCoeff = 4 TotalCoeff = 10 
Abs(Level) Position = 0 4 11 0 4 11 

1 0.585 0.867 0.968 0.353 0.430 0.654 

2 0.207 0.115 0.028 0.162 0.229 0.264 

3 0.093 0.013 0.002 0.097 0.123 0.049 

4 0.048 0.003 0.000 0.088 0.115 0.021 

5 0.023 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.035 0.007 

… … … … … … … 

For coding Run_befores, a simple method of exploiting context information is to 
use their appearance order. A later appearing Run_before is more adjacent to block’s 
right-down corner so that will be more apt to be larger value. Therefore different 
appearance order will correspond to different context states. Its validation can be 
derived from the data shown in Table 1. Similarly, different number of Run_befores 
(the same as the number of nonzero coefficients) can be viewed as different cases to 
get more accuracy of context exploiting. 

In summary, position and appearance order can be used as context indicators for 
Level and Run_before’s context-based adaptive coding, respectively. And using the 
number of nonzero coefficients can further improve context-exploiting accuracy. 

3.2   Context-Based VLC with Parallel Orientation 

Based on the upper context-exploiting method, a new context-based VLC entropy 
coder for transform coefficients can be built. Furthermore, if we carefully select and 
organize the needed coding elements, the new coder can be granted to the trait of 
parallel orientation. 
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encode TotalCoeff&T1s encode Sign of T1s

decide Golomb-Rice code's order k for
the Run_before to be coded by

TotalCoeff and its appearance order

encode the Run_before with kth order
G-R code

encode the Level with kth order
G-R code

decide Golomb-Rice code's order k for
the Level to be coded by its position

and TotalCoeff

Level moduleRun_before module

 

Fig. 4. Block diagram of the proposed context-based VLC coder 

To achieve Level’s position information when Level is coded, Run_before should 
be arranged ahead of Level to encode (it is obvious that with Run_befores and Zig-zag 
scan order we can recover each Level’s position in coefficient block even in decoder 
side). And to assist context modeling for Level and Run_before it is needed to know 
the number of nonzero coefficients in advance. So TotalCoeff is an essential element. 
Meanwhile it is a more efficient method to express the end of block with respect to 
EOB. Therefore, the technique of TotalCoeff&T1s in H.264/AVC can be borrowed. 
Considering these factors, the algorithm of the proposed entropy coder is depicted in 
Figure 4. 

Table 3. 1st and 2nd Order Golomb-Rice Codes 

Codeword 
k = 1 k = 2 

Codenumber 
(N) 

prefix suffix prefix suffix 
0 1 0 1 00 
1 1 1 1 01 
2 01 0 1 10 
3 01 1 1 11 
4 001 0 01 00 
5 001 1 01 01 
6 0001 0 01 10 
7 0001 1 01 11 
… … … … … 

In the proposed coder, G-R codes are adopted for encoding Level and Run_before, 
although it is well known that given a source symbol set Huffman codes are optimal 
VLC codes. The reason for adopting G-R codes is it is not affordable to store a Huff-
man table for each context cases. G-R codes have regular codeword structure and can 
be real-time constructed without involving high computation complexity. So it is only 
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needed to simply store G-R code’s order k for each context cases to better match their 
probability distribution. Table 3 shows the shapes of 1st and 2nd order G-R codes. For 
more information about G-R codes we can refer to [3]. Obviously, we will use higher 
order G-R codes for Levels adjacent to up-left corner of a block, especially the one 
containing more nonzero coefficients.  

read a codeword from bitstream with
Golomb-Rice code's order k

read a codeword from bitstream with
Golomb-Rice code's order k

decide G-R code's order k with
TotalCoeff and Coefficient's position

bitstream

.......... ..........a codeword a codeword

decide G-R code's order k with
TotalCoeff and Coefficient's position

Time  t1 Time  t2
 

Fig. 5. The parallel parsing manner when Level is decoded 

The proposed coder possesses the characteristic of parallel implementation.  
Figure 5 shows a bit-stream containing Level information can be parallel or pipeline 
parsed. From the figure we can see the prerequisite information of order k for read-
ing a G-R codeword from bit-stream can be obtained concurrently with preceding 
Level parsed. This comes from the already decoded Run_befores have told each 
Level’s position information, so G-R code’s order k. Elimination of tightly context 
dependency between successive coding elements make it possible to parallel im-
plementation, which is an absorbing feature for realization optimization at most 
platforms like PC, DSP, ASIC so that the processing time is reduced. Similarly, 
Run_befores also could be parallel encoded and decoded due to context models 
based on appearance order.  

4   Experimental Results 

Coding efficiency comparison between the proposed VLC, CAVLC of H.264 and 
UVLC [8] is carried on. UVLC is a simple entropy coding scheme in infant time of 
H.264/AVC, which encode transform coefficients like the classical method in MPEG-
2 but with Exponential-Golomb codes. The experiment is done at JM76 reference 
platform developed by JVT. And test conditions are 5 reference frames, 1/4-pixel 
motion vector resolution, +/-32 pixel motion search range, IPPPP mode and RDO on, 
which complies with the configuration of H.264 baseline profile. The test sequences 
include Foreman, Silent, News, Container in QCIF format and Mobile&Calendar,  
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Paris, Tempete in CIF format. Figure 6 shows the R-D performance of the three en-
tropy coding schemes at most upper sequences. It can be seen the proposed VLC 
exhibits the same performance as CAVLC and has better performance of 0.1~0.5dB 
relative to UVLC in different bit-rate. Similar coding results also can be obtained in 
other two test sequences.  
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(a) Mobile&Calendar 
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Fig. 6. Rate-Distortion performance comparison among CAVLC, UVLC and the proposed 
VLC on typical test sequences. (a) Mobile&Calendar sequence, (b) Tempete sequence, (c) Paris 
sequence, (d) Container sequence, (e) Foreman sequence. 
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(c) Paris 
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(d) Container 

Fig. 6. (Continued) 
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(e) Foreman 

Fig. 6. (Continued) 

5   Conclusions 

This paper presents a new context-based VLC entropy coder for transform coeffi-
cients. It accomplishes high coding efficiency among VLC family, which comes from 
effective context models. More importantly, it also holds the characteristic of parallel 
implementation so that is very suitable for software- and hardware-based realization. 
This valuable feature is attributed to independency of context models between succes-
sive coding elements. 
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